Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 19

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. went from place to place with no special purpose
4. disturbing
6. called off
7. lifted and lowered the shoulders
10. grew darker
11. opposite of ending
12. requested an item
14. I am ___ a cap using red wool yarn.
15. replied
18. stirred rapidly
19. rubbed hard to clean
24. menacing
25. happened
26. paying attention to sound

Down
1. I enjoy ____ around a museum.
2. He ____ twenty dollars into his bank account.
3. looked over in search of something
5. We ____ off the old wallpaper.
6. The novel was so ____ that I could not put it down.
7. feeling great pain
8. collecting
9. She was ____ her fingers to the music.
12. I accepted the ride that she ____ me.
13. shocked
16. read quickly and not thoroughly
17. a soft floor cover
20. annoying
21. amounted to
22. tested
23. talking casually